Devlin Hodges notes:
Vs. Chargers
Defender in perfect position. Looks like late pass, deep left
Soft coverage. LA allowed short right completion on 3rd and 11. Good ball placement on easy pitch and
catch
Same as last, except 2nd and 8 and missed tackle allowed it to be +4 rather than TFL
Chargers played too soft. Allowed safety outlet RB toss to left for 12 yards.
Same as last except to right side and only needed 4. Barely got it
“Volleyball” bump pass like Allen’s been doing goes for 7
Lots of time in pocket. Good throw on comeback to help him out.
Scramble for two. Hesitates a bit, not overly fast.
ASafety valve over middle for short gain
Safe throw to right side. LA heavy toward blind (left) side. One missed tackle led to 26 yard TD.
Steelers kept outlet in late, pressure from LA and tossed very short right, but unaccounted for target
goes for 15
Pretty good intermediate pass between two defenders. Risky but well thrown, incomplete d/t receiver
getting hit
Throwaway d/t pressure
Pitt spreading out offense to give targets better YAC potential. Short throw d/t pressure, but gain of 17
(holding called it back)
“Free play” d/t offside. Took shot intermediate left, should have been intercepted (even though it
wouldn’t have counted)
Pressure caused either throwaway or wildly errant pass right
Bad snap led to fumble well behind Duck. Incomplete pass was actually good result
Intermediate throw to left, low and outside, good catch by receiver to get 11
3rd and 13, spread out O and tossed short. LA nearly let them get the first (GIF)
Dangerous throw to middle. Good coverage, could have been picked or at least batted up. Excellent
catch by receiver for 5
Good throw into double coverage. Ball where it was supposed to be. Faster defense wouldn’t have
allowed completion
Deep left throw. Late and a bit slow. Defender cut off receiver for interception.

High snap, short throw left. Easy completion but “gain” of -2
Designed run? Plenty of room to run, gain of 7 on 3rd and 8

Vs. Browns
Coverage sack. Maybe had some shots, but Cle played well
Same as Chargers game. Spread out offense, short dump off to outlet receiver, gain of 7 (GIF)
Pressure pushes Hodges to edge of field R, incomplete pass
Pressure up middle on slightly delayed LB blitz. Pass thrown high, incomplete
Pass short right to TE. Stopped at 1 yard
Really nice long pass to left sideline for 31 yards (GIF) on free play
Unblocked rusher causes quick pressure, thrown away
Short pass, left/middle. Cleveland gave cushion. 6 yard throw on 1st.
Spread out offense. Short pass to right, receiver coming back to ball. Gain of five thanks to second effort
Pressure, but still delivered pretty good deep ball. Was into double coverage and low chance of success
Good deep throw to left (28 yards). Into double coverage, underneath had a play if he had looked
Good deep right throw to right for 30 yard TD
FB slipped out right for easy pitch and catch. 5 yards
Receivers go deep while RB chips. Delayed route for easy pitch and catch. 15 yards
Nice pass deep right for 44 yards. Good ball placement.
Decent toss to corner of end zone draws DPI
Back stays back for “block.” Delayed out, pitch and catch for 4 yards
Huge lane to run for 1st
Browns failed to cover TE, easy throw for 7
Looks like QB draw play for a few yards. Out of spread formation
Devlin kept ball on what could have been option play. Lost a lot of yards, fumbled to sideline
Pass intermediate left. Too high and into double coverage
Stop me if you’ve heard this before…TE chips and delayed route. Receivers going deep to clear space for
YAC, 12 yards gained (needed 15)
Clean pocket, overthrow deep left. Easy interception

Short crossing pattern gained 14
8 yards with good timing to short right. Pretty tight coverage and ball in good spot. Some YAC
Pressure leads to incompletion.

Vs. Cardinals
Short left toss, receiver used crossing route to clear sideline (GIF)
Had several options that could have worked, including short over middle for chunk play. Held ball too
long, sacked for -4
Pass short right. Ball a bit behind.
No more notes unless I see something different…
Didn’t see anything he liked. Backpedaled a good deal and tossed a ball late to the right. Ball high and
defender nearly killed him on catch. No gain.

